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　nursing,   patient,   nurse,   disease,   pathology,

　the well,   hospital,   to be in charge,   round a

　sick person,   private nursing,   nature,   God,

　mother,   subject of these notes   

patient, the sick

patient sick

sick the sick

sick man sick person

patient case

patient

alphabetical index

classified index

　　patient  <395> I  <237> sick  <211>

　　nurse<195> room  <151> air  <129>
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　 patient <395> sick <211> invalid <11>

sufferer <6> case <19>

private patient private sick English

patient English sick occupied patient occupied

 invalid real patient real sufferer

patient sick

invalid sufferer

environment

Nursing’s first  
environmental theorist

environmental theory of nursing

environment

　　surroundings<1> circumstances<8>

　　influence<2>

round about

effect in sickness

patient

environment

environment

environment

environment

environment

environment
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best  

condition nature to act upon him

best condition

knowledge of nursing medical knowledge

knowledge

　PREFACE.1-5

   It is recognized as the knowledge which every

　one ought to have distinct from medical

    knowledge, which only a profession can have.

every one ought to have

only a profession can 

environment

profession

     medical knowledge, which only a profession 

     can have,

     Men whose profession like that of medical men,

     head of our medical profession,

     medical and other professions,

     nurses by profession

professional nurse

professional practice

nurse profession

Profession

nursing profession

　medical knowledge profession

knowledge of nursing profession

every one ought to have

medical knowledge

profession

　knowledge of nursing

have 
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　X 44 2

　　Vast has been the increase of knowledge in

    pathology―that science which teaches us the

    finalchange produced by disease on the human

    frame―scarce any in the art of observing the si-

    gns of the change while in progress.

art

science

art art, ars

art

art of nursing

art

science scientific

   scientific knowledge,  scientific physician,

   scientific men,  scientific end,  scientific exposition

science

art

science

science art

science scientia

art science

art

art

science

science

only a 

profession can have

every one ought to have

science
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　A new art and a new science has been created

　since and within the last forty years. 

　And with it a new profession so they say;we 

　say, calling Nightingale,1893

art

science

art science

E art

science

art

science

art science

art

science
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